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Cynthia Atkins 
 
When The Internet Is The Loneliest Place On The Planet 
 
Blow by blow, we gave up scents and sunsets  
to hold our heads in a screen and gawk  
in our sleep—My blind leading your blind  
to where the last light is driven  
to be warehoused.  I learned to whisper  
over graves to measure the heft  
of my breath next to the soul that lay  
in that soil, devoid of breath.  When push  
comes to shove--When enough is more  
than enough.  When your face  
sees itself snatched by the swarm  
of names—Pell-mell.   I’m just parched  
for a whiff of clean laundry, a bed made  
from the cheapest smoky scents  
of its last spent residents—Clinging to  
pastures where the lovesick stargazers go.    
Yesterday, I mourned a friend  
whom I’ve never laid eyes on.   
Never heard the bricks in her voice,  
or saw her mouth, a gaudy brothel  
of accents, straight out of the Bronx,  
by way of Chicago—My birth town,  
I was born to know that train whistles  
record the distance of our loneliness.   
I drifted to sleep smelling  
the pepper-spray my parents 
shot at each other in the front seat.  
It was my own garden on the highway,  
under the Magikist Sign where  
I could cry all night long in the damp  
arms of strangers—Each car holding  
that piece of self that looks for others. 
Popping out of a hole, like a fox or a wolf, 
forcing you to see your breath,   
flick the light-switch into the dark   
class room in the planetarium of stars. 
  



Sandra Beasley 
 
CHERRY TREE REBELLION 
 
To save the cherry trees—O Cissy O Eliza O Clara O Catherine—you buckled your shoes and 
descended. Fifty of you marched your petition to the President’s house; a flimflam, he called it, 
cooked up by the newspapers. The next day, a hundred and fifty of you marched to the Tidal Basin. 
You grabbed the shovels from the Civilian Conservation Corps, refilling holes. You hitched your 
skirts and chained yourselves to the trunks. The Secretary of the Interior sent lunch over, and coffee, 
cup after cup, coaxing your bladders toward betrayal. O Cissy O Eliza O Clara O Catherine, O 
Valkyries in muslin, I imagine you staying deep into the night of November 1938. For the first two 
hours, you talk. In the third hour, you sing. In the fifth hour, your stoles come alive: fresh dew on 
the eyes of each fox, fur damp, an exhalation that fogs as if breath. But you’d already gone home to 
your warm beds. Roosevelt ordered the graveyard crew to dig fast, and the men did. 
 
  



Jan Beatty 
 
The Body Wars 
 
I walked into the woods bleeding, I 
left the town and mourned. 
Midnight in Alaska, still light and I 
was alone, walking into the Sitka woods, 
it had been 1 year since I’d bled, and 
longer since I’d fucked anyone, I 
was propelled forward, into the thickness, 
into the needles and dirt of Sitka spruce 
and stupidly not even afraid of bear. 
My father, the person I clung to, needed 
to stay alive, had died six months before. 
He was the only one who made sense in my body, 
and his leaving was the impossible thing. 
I didn’t yet know my own wars and how to name them. 
So during my father’s sickness, 
when I stopped bleeding, the gynecologist said, 
well, it’s stress, and did I 
know that in World War II, the women 
paratroopers stopped having periods? 
I was stunned by his directness, intensity, earnestness. 
You are in a war, he said. 
I didn’t know what to do with that. 
And so I got on a boat to Alaska, the 
Alaska Marine Highway, slept on the deck 
until I froze, then the shipmen gave me 
a hanging bunk and slipped me 
food from the cafeteria. They said, You can 
sleep here, but watch out for the bow-thrusters. 
I had no idea what they meant, until the sound 
burst open and my berth swayed—and 
it was time to get off. It was a time of great 
changes, and days later I’m wandering 
the woods at midnight, feeling lost and found 
in this Northern place, and it was there 
I felt the blood start to move, felt a rising and 
falling and the stream down my leg—and I cried in 
the forest alone, for my beautiful father, gone 
too soon, for myself and all my ignorance: 
not even knowing my own wars— 
the ones already fought, 
or the many to still come. 
  



Wendy Brown-Baez 
 
from The Power of Story to Heal 
 
For ten weeks at a time on a week-day evening, I am locked into a room with seven-fifteen men at 
Stillwater prison in Bayport, Minnesota for a writing class. Stillwater is a correctional facility for level 
4 offenders. Their sentences range from twenty-thirty years to life. I don’t ask what crimes they have 
committed; I don’t want that to stand between us but often, in a piece they have written or during a 
conversation, they give clues. One man has let me know his “bid” is life plus twenty-five, another 
has double life sentences, and one tells me he has survived twenty-one years so far and talks about 
“when he gets out.” With the men at Stillwater, I tread carefully a tightrope between being honest 
and holding back. In our orientation, we were coached never to reveal anything personal. It could be 
used to target us in some way or, at least, asked for favors. If anyone ever tries to contact us outside 
of class, we have to report it immediately; it is simply not allowed. Despite the bars and grey walls, 
the clanging of steel doors, the lingering smell of past meals, the guard in the bubble room, the 
“screecher” to pull in an emergency, once we are locked in, there are no distractions. It is quiet but 
for occasional noise in the hallway as inmates transfer to their cells. We are focused. I am always 
amazed at the variety of voices and responses to a writing exercise. I know we each have a story to 
tell, but the stories I hear in this setting are powerful and painful. There are times when I have to 
walk gingerly over the boundaries of writing instructor to respond as a human being, as a spiritual 
human being, to writings about suicide, abandonment from family, guilt and regret over the past that 
cannot be changed, what it means to grow up in an institution where one is not able to make choices 
except whether or not to break a rule and get thrown into seg (segregation). I listen to stories about 
what it means to lose years of one’s life. 
  



John Bullock 
 
from Mark Small: This Is Your Life 
 
When Lance told me the Harlem Globetrotters were coming to Brighton Centre, it was like a 
spaceship had crashed in the garden. They belonged on Saturday morning telly. How could they 
possibly know about Brighton, let alone want to visit? But they did, and Lance had convulsions. He 
talked his mum, Lorraine, into buying us tickets. I was a good influence on him, she always said, so 
he used that to persuade her. Even if it wasn’t true, it came in handy. Lance was brilliant at 
memorizing what other people said and then using their words against them. It always worked. And 
it worked with his mum and the Globetrotters.  
 
The Saturday after the show was announced, Lance and I got the bus to Brighton, bought our 
tickets, stood under an awning for what might’ve been five or twenty minutes, a ticket each, gawping 
in disbelief.  
 
“Just think,” I said, “there’s Meadowlark Lemon in his world, and then there’s us in ours. The only 
thing stopping us from meeting him is this ticket.” 
 
“Yeah,” said Lance. “And Curly.” 
 
After he took my ticket for safe keeping and put them both back in the envelope, he spat on the 
pillar next to us and off we went. His spitting was automatic. We first met when we were five, and 
he was doing it then. He couldn’t stop. It was as though he kept seeing little fires around him that 
needed putting out.  
 
We messed about on Palace pier, with Lance talking about the tickets as though we’d been shown a 
five-second clip of our future, which looked so amazing we couldn’t wait to get there. Lance kept 
shouting “The Harlem fucking Globetrotters!” at the sea. He wasn’t good at keeping things in. We’d 
probably be totally different for the rest of our lives. That lucky feeling lasted about half an hour 
until we got thrown out of the amusement arcade for banging the shove-a-penny machine, trying to 
nudge the coins over the edge so we could win enough to buy candy floss. The bouncer grabbed us 
by the collars and marched us out. Lance protested, saying that the machine was losing them money 
and that we were doing them a favour by fixing it. I don’t know why he bothered. Even though he 
was a great liar most of the time, he could be really lame, and that day was one of his lamest. After 
that, with no money to do anything, we threw pebbles at each other until our bus came, then went 
home. 
  



Teri Ellen Cross Davis 
 
Crescendo 
 
    “You almost scared us to death,” my mother muttered 
    as she stripped the leaves from a tree limb to prepare 
    it for my back. 
                —Richard Wright, Black Boy 
 
My son nests—pawing 
each pillow like a breast 
fleshed out and so newly 
forgotten. I’ve spanked him 
 
once tonight. He takes turns 
laughing, then crying, defiant, 
then hungry. In his mouth 
my name—all need. Pursed 
 
lips plead, Mommy and I 
am guilty of the same sin. 
I miss his curled and tucked 
weight. Embryo, the deepest 
 
root yanked clean. This is why 
babies are born crying 
into this world, having held 
fast to such an intimate tether 
 
who willingly would let go? 
But today another white cop walked 
free, another black body was still 
on the ground. “Not indicted” 
 
undoubtedly the future outcome. 
Four years ago I crossed labor’s 
red sea of pain to birth a boy— 
no doctor hit his backside, now I raise 
 
my hand to complete an act 
older than me, breaking the black 
back of the boy to make a man 
who can survive in America. 
 
Mommy he calls me and my teats 
threaten to weep old milk at our stasis. 
Both of us needing the succor of sleep, 
both of us fighting—him, to keep me near 



 
me, punishing him to be left alone. 
He crawls into my lap, his heart 
is three, his body, a lanky four. 
I cover him with a blanket 
 
too thin to mean it. We rock 
on the edge of his bed. Listening 
to the symphony’s fourth movement: 
the crescendo sweet, full of tension, 
 
taut violin strings singing. I think 
Mozart must have known something 
of loving with such a tender fear 
that it breaks you open like a welt 
 
that bleeds to heal. Tonight I give up, 
cuddling this boy so full of belief 
in himself, I’m too tired with love 
to beat it out of him. 
  



Betina Entzminger 
 
from Rosalee’s Commitment 
 
Behind one of the facilities owned by the South Carolina Department of Mental Health in Columbia 
lies a graveyard surrounded by a chain link fence.  Unlike most cemeteries, with their arrays of 
geometric stones projecting from the ground as testaments of loss and love, this one holds only 
rows of flat rectangular granite, each stone about the size of a small mailbox.  Here lie hundreds of 
the hospital’s dead, arranged chronologically and dating back for more than a century, the earliest 
ones engraved with only a number.  After having found the graveyard’s location online, I drove 
there believing that I would not be able to go beyond the fence.  “Not open to the public,” one site 
had said.  But I found the gate unlocked, and seeing no one nearby, I went inside, thinking that I 
could always ask forgiveness in lieu of permission.   
Runners of centipede grass encroached on the markers nearest the gate; these stones were stained by 
dirt and dotted with moss and lichen, so I knew they marked the cemetery’s oldest inhabitants.   I 
walked across the grass, scanning the rows until I found, at some point in the twentieth century, the 
stones had been engraved with the deceased patient’s name and date of death.  I found the one I had 
been looking for, Rosalee Pittman 1998, near the far left corner.  
I met Rosalee only a few times.  I remember visiting her once at the State Hospital on Bull Street 
with my mother and grandmother when I was about ten years old.  Rosalee lived there with her 
middle-aged son, James, which I thought was nice for the two of them.   
  



Matthew Ferrence 
 
from Appalachia North 
 
And so I come to this, the lede I have been burying for many pages in this book that is about 
Appalachia, yes, and particularly about Northern Appalachia, but also defined wholly and completely 
and unavoidably by February 15, 2016, a Monday morning when I logged in to our local hospital’s 
internet patient portal, clicked on the latest report uploaded early that day, a radiologist’s read from 
an MRI that had been ordered just in case. There, I first saw the words “intensely enhancing mass” 
and “the principal concern is that of a tiny meningioma.”  
So this is a book about the moment I felt my life fall into the pit of my belly. I didn’t know what 
meningioma meant at the time, but I was conversant enough in Latin suffixes to understand that 
very few words that end in -oma are good, just as enhancing mass isn’t a label you want to have 
applied to anything in your body, let alone your brain.  
 
I remember the immediate stun of reading those words, of carrying my iPad to the kitchen where 
my wife was preparing breakfast for our two boys and showing her the report, the mix of confusion 
and immediate terror and forced, it will be fine I’m sure that one or both of us uttered in some way.  
 
Soon I listened over the phone to my ophthalmologist refer to the lesion on the meningeal lining of 
my optic nerve and tried to answer his question about which Pittsburgh hospital system I’d prefer 
for the neurosurgical appointment he’d make for me as soon as we hung up. I was surprisingly calm 
on the telephone, learning about all of this with supernatural evenness that might be described as 
shock. This is the moment when the vague physical symptoms of my recent history got a name, 
when I found myself personally unhinged from the body I’d known, and when definitions of myself 
would change toward a life permanently defined as recovered, or damaged, or God knows what. 
  



Carrie George 
 
Poem That Is Just A Word 
 
The teacups we drank from were always empty 
or full of not tea, but black licorice 
sugar cubes or cherries. 
And the fire under the marshmallows 
was blue, from a plug sparking behind a grate 
so we could barely warm our hands much less 
crisp a sweet cloud. 
When else did I live in myth? 
Exaggerate my wants for the sake 
of a warm throat, a wild flame betrayed 
for safety? 
To fill the absence we outgrow— 
the unformed teeth 
waiting in the skull 
for excavation. 
The word rape is a teacup because it is hers. 
Turned over on the carpet, something sour 
spilled out of it running in a current 
toward each glint of nearby blue. 
To color that memory 
to spill it out and over 
to fill and empty again 
and again 
while nothing truly burns. 
  



Pauletta Hansel 
 
May 1, 2020 
 
My husband, the business analyst, 
  has such good ideas for what I should do 
these days. Yesterday, it was an online limerick workshop.  
  Today, as we walk the bike trail along the river, 
even the geese social distancing,  
  waddling away in their family units, 
he says I should write a book, The Birds of the Great Miami. 
  All I know of birds would fit in a limerick. 
He is trying to make me laugh, 
  so I do, but I keep my thoughts on the birds. 
The red-winged blackbird we hear before we see,  
  having learned his chit, chit, chit la ree on a muddy March walk 
in a fen—a word we had to look up 
  on the internet which bid us look down 
to the cattails for a startle of red. 
  Map-challenged seagulls dive the puny waves; 
the turkey vultures circle the path,  
  waiting for our stumble.  
I am a little weary, I admit; 
  five miles forward, 
five miles back 
  to where I started from. 
Friend, what else is there to do 
  but learn to use the word undulating in a sentence;  
no other way to name the wind’s pull and release  
  of tall grasses between us and the river, 
while the blotches of clouds overhead  
  are still as if the vultures revolve in a virtual sky 
behind a Zoom meeting 
  instead of a life.  
On the cracked asphalt trail  
  someone has chalked a tweety bird, 
The token bird of the Great Miami, 
  I joke, 
but the red-winged black bird is the totem I claim 
  for us.  Farther along, 
the artist wrote, in the same yellow chalk,  
  fainter now, words fading into the path: 
“We will be OK.” 
  



Hayley Mitchell Haugen 
 
Sustainability 
(for Allie Caleb Rigsby 11/11/90 – 5/4/20) 
 
In Michigan, the Kirtland Warblers are singing again,  
the first song-bird ever removed from the endangered list, 
rejoicing in the jack pine seedlings restored to the Grayling sand. 
Relying on destruction to simply exist,  
 
the first song-bird removed from the endangered list 
anticipates fire to open the jack pine’s cones and spread its seeds, 
trilling for ignition to simply exist, 
destruction fueling rebirth in time of need. 
 
Like anticipating fire to open a cone and spread its seeds, 
the young actor, too, is patient for new life, 
destroying the self, fueling new roles in time of need. 
Allie played Poe, dinner theatre biography full of strife, 
 
the young actor, patient for this new role in life, 
puffed up on stage, trilling like a yellow-chested warbler. 
Allie played Poe, concealing his shy boy’s angst, emotions rife 
with uncertainty – just what would he surrender?   
 
Returning each week to class, loyal as the Kirtland Warbler, 
Allie played the college student, writing memoirs 
with uncertainty – what angsts must he remember?   
And at my dining table, Allie played a Druid for hours, 
 
forgetting he was my college student writing memoirs, 
unknowing of the accident that would change his roles. 
Allie played the Druid, ruler of stones and birds and flowers, 
enchanting the hours to guide what the future holds. 
 
Planting a tree after the accident that would end his roles, 
we rejoice in the jack pine seedlings restored to the Grayling sand, 
enchanting the land to guide what the future holds, 
knowing in Michigan, the Kirtland Warblers are singing again. 
  



Angela  Jackson-Brown 
 
from When Stars Rain Down 
 
 The inside of Miss Peggy’s house was hot like the end of days the preacher’s preached about. 
I was naturally thin, and usually when everybody else was soaked with sweat, I was walking around 
with a sweater on. But this day, I felt like somebody had drenched me in water. We’d been 
experiencing unseasonable weather since the middle of April. Tornadoes had been hitting all around 
us, and it only got worse as the days went on. Now we were in the middle of one of the worst 
droughts to ever to hit the state of Georgia. Lou Zoller, on WSB radio station, said 1936 would go 
down as one of the deadliest years when it came to the weather. It most surely felt like Mother 
Nature was on a warpath and we were her targets. 
 
Of course it didn’t help that I was stuck in the kitchen cooking like it was the day before Christmas 
instead of the middle of June. I would be 18 in a few days and I had planned on spending the day 
shopping in Atlanta with my cousin, Lucille. She and I were going to go look for outfits to wear to 
Founders’ Day in a few weeks, a celebration that had been going on in Parsons since before Granny 
was born, and everybody, young or old, Colored or white wanted to be at Founder’s Day dressed in 
their best outfit. Yet, here I was cooking and cleaning at Miss Peggy’s house instead of gazing at 
dresses made out of tulle and taffeta.  
Usually I didn’t mind, but I had been planning on taking the day off for months and spending it 
with Lucille, but Miss Peggy’s grandson, Jimmy Earl, was coming home from the University of 
Georgia to visit for the summer, and she wanted all of his favorite foods to be sitting on the dinner 
table waiting for him when he walked in the door. Ordinarily, on hot days like this, we didn’t even 
cook. I’d make some sandwiches or a tray of vegetables or fruit and that would be about all. But 
Miss Peggy was bound and determined that Jimmy Earl would get the King’s treatment when he 
returned from school.  
 
I leaned against the counter. I was so hot I could hardly breathe. The windows were all open and I 
had a little fan sitting in the window sill, but all it was doing was circulating hot air. I filled my 
Mason jar up with some of the spring water I’d stopped for that morning. Miss Peggy had indoor 
water and a Frigidaire where she kept her water to cool, but water straight out the faucet just didn’t 
taste the same to me. The spring water I kept in a jar on the counter by the window was tepid, but 
still good. The creeks and streams were getting low, so I didn’t know how much longer we would 
even have good, clean water to drink if the drought didn’t end soon. 
  



Arya F. Jenkins 
 
WINNERS  
 
       Walking home from St. Joe’s, I’d see this old lady huffing and puffing, trying to get trash out to 
the sidewalk, and smile to myself under my headset. I'd be listening to Billie Eilish singing “no one 
can hurt me,” and thinking, “at least I’m not old.” Even if looking at me I saw everything I hated--
my cheap, dirty sneakers, black leggings, purple messy nail polish, orange-rimmed glasses, man’s 
shirt with a tight tee over a 36-C bra. Dyed black unruly hair falling grungy over my eyes.  
       I should have been born in Seattle in the 90s, like dad. Instead I have the luck of being named 
after a natural disaster--Kat. Before the virus, my life was like, I’m too smart for my teachers, my 
classmates, I know the answers even if that doesn’t matter at all. The only thing that matters is being 
a winner, fierce, beating somebody on a gym mat, being a hoop star, louder than anyone.  
       My parents backed the uncool car into the garage and left it there, day one. Seriously. Like they 
really don’t drive. All we have in common is climate change, and of course, Corona-V. Now, nobody 
cares if you’re a CEO or the fiercest girl in school, just whether you have IT, might get IT, or 
probably won’t get IT. I guess those who probably won’t, blood type O’s, are the only winners left 
on the planet.  
       A queer O positive, how’s that for an anomaly. I’m grateful tho’. Feels pretty tope to know I 
can hang in my room all I want now, no hassles, sometimes listening to mom whistling while stirring 
jasmine rice and vanilla almond milk into rice pudding on the stove, the sweet smell of it making me 
doze; dad building cabinets in the garage, Nirvana blaring; Kurt wanking off in his room--I know, 
when he turns up Wethan or somebody. Me, when I’m not counting—numbers infected, numbers 
dead, here, there, everywhere--I’m dreaming up shapes of perfect me’s and how I will one day be. I 
go from hourglass proud, to flat-chested, to big-assed Kardashian, to hipless boy, although I don’t 
think you can lose hips once you have them if you’re female, unless you’re switching over. It’s like a 
thing in this country, whatever your age, to like girls who look like guys, whether you are a she or he. 
Anyhow--dreams. 
  



Diane Kendig 
 
Marie Blanchard’s Woman with a Fan 
 
The Reina Sofia Museum of Madrid 
North of here, in the Palace of Catalan Music Hall, 
fans froth its matinee audience, 
the plain and the lacy, the ones sold to match 
the stained glass windows, tiny mosaics of light 
colorful as this painting’s big cubist blocks. 
The fans could be waves made by women everywhere 
except they are Spanish, not the screens of English ladies 
nor the large cards stapled to paint sticks sponsored 
by local funeral homes and propped up like signs 
in the church pews of my American childhood, 
where mothers hissed, “Stop. It only makes you hotter.” 
But grandmothers used them, moved the warm air 
with them, and we’d sleep under their wake. 
Other than castanets, no prop is so Spanish, 
so variable. It’s a line that unfolds to a staircase, 
a keystone that spreads into an arch--central, womanly. 
I found Maria by way of Lorca’s elegy for her, 
by way of a footnote in Rivera’s biography--by words, then, 
Her images, I could not find. For a hundred years 
few cared about the art of a woman who bothered 
to paint a woman standing with a fan. No matter the artist 
fractured her model’s dress, spilled voluminous skirts 
to the floor as many red books, stacked, scattered, 
rising to a gold tablecloth draped at the waist where 
her yellow fan opens against her black bodice. 
I don’t understand how it is that perspective breaks down either, 
but I see she is breaking it down, as Picasso broke down 
the prostitutes, Rivera broke down an architect. She had vision, but no 
pyrotechnics, and she needed them. Though this 
might not have been her way, she saw it was a way-- 
breaking up without breaking down herself, 
then splaying, allaying herself till a queen made way 
for her a floor above Picasso, next to Rivera, 
where we see her work large as theirs for the first time. 
  



Sally Rosen Kindred 
 
First Night 
 
Two hours after my father left for good    
 with his wet hair lamp-gleam black and his zippered bag, 
my mother pulsed through the house, turning off 
 
all the lights. I followed her. Then sat 
 on the rug in the dark watching smoke twist 
up from her cigarette and drop 
 
small stars to burn into her blouse, black with blue roses.  
 I did not yet believe 
in the kitchen to come, in bottles that lit 
  
and littered the air, tilting here from the future—  
 that God could lay her down, years, on that couch. 
I looked up at her. I touched the rug’s braid.  
 
Behind her head: four cold windows.  
 Beyond them, outside, in grass moon-wet with night,  
a ghost Wolf guarded the yard. 
  
In memory She moves now out from the alders  
 and skirts the silver swings. 
Her tufts bristle in the grass. 
 
We had called Her name—with a snap of the switch                              
  on the glass-white globe, turn  
of the lamp’s brass key. With our breath and fingers. Without that dark 
 
Wolf could never have found us. She 
 could not have come to me. Would not 
have felt safe. My mother  
 
was sagging already, losing stars, buckling 
 under her story. Pain found me Wolf’s  
ghost body: gave me Never and fur I dreamed, I hid, I held, I  
 
would not tell. 
 
  



Margo Orlando Littell 
 
from The Distance from Four Points 
 
          Robin took another Advil and poured a glass of wine. The winter gloom hid the fact that it 
wasn’t yet even five o’clock. It could’ve been worse. She’d been expecting some version of the 
Laurel Estates trailer park crowd from her childhood. Rough, mean. Aggressive dogs, dirty kids, 
forties on the windowsills. These people—the Trundels, the nun, Deirdre, even Anne—were 
manageable. Still, Anne and Sister Eileen hadn’t paid their rent. Two tenants, $800. 
          Robin opened the shoebox where she’d stuffed the cash from the day. Without thinking, she 
laid it out on the coffee table, instinctively separating the bills and shuffling them to face the same 
direction. She tamped the stacks longways, then sideways, deftly evening the edges with an open 
palm. She’d rarely dealt with cash in Mount Rynda—maybe a hundred at a time from the ATM—
but it came back to her, the cottony softness of the bills, the way even the most wrinkled ones 
assumed their neat place in the pile. The memory was unwelcome, the feel of the thick stack in her 
fist.  
          When she tallied the cash in her hand and recorded it on the spreadsheet glowing on her 
laptop, she watched as calculations were performed automatically, turning text from black to red. 
She tried to make sense of it, the notes and columns, the figures and sums and dates. If anything 
went wrong, a leaky faucet, a clogged drain, a bird cracking a window with its misguided, 
unfortunate skull—she’d never get home.  
          She was surprised at how easily the high-wire calcu¬lations returned. She hadn’t been 
extravagant in Mount Rynda, hadn’t wiled away the school-day hours shop¬ping at the nearby 
Galleria as so many of her women friends did, collecting Longchamp totes in multiple colors and 
mooning over Schumacher Hothouse Flower drapery fabric at $300 a yard. Undeniably, though, 
she’d let her thriftiness slide. Her yoga pants were made from recycled plastic water bottles and cost 
$89 a pair. She’d changed her perfume with the seasons. For twenty years, her indulgences had 
required no complex budget adjustments. She’d never had to skip a phone payment to fill a 
prescription, substitute a car repair for groceries. Now, just like when she was young, she was 
keeping her hard-earned money in a shoebox, hoping the shallow well of bills wouldn’t run dry. It 
was a mindset of scarcity. Robin reached for it, stacked it in the box alongside the cash. 
  



Chloe Martinez 
 
The New Mother, In California Before the End Times 
 
After the rain, how good it is to walk out and feel 
the sun on your shoulders! The baby in her stroller 
 
chattering in protest, then asleep. The grey-green olive trees  
shine wetly, the silver-grey eucalyptus trees are a scent  
 
you walk through on Mills Avenue carrying with you the knowledge  
that around the corner is a tree with a hundred figs  
 
just beginning to ripen. How good to be somewhere still  
new to you, to crunch fried sardines in the Filipino supermarket 
 
on a good day, a day when you did not say that terrible thing  
to your sister, when you did not stand where a great sharp palm frond  
 
fell with a crash, when you did not show up late for your own  
public talk. You have hung the hammock that you bought  
 
in Mexico ten years ago, the one you’ve been carrying in a box  
from one rented apartment to the next, from state to state to state— 
 
you have taken it from the box and thrown the box away  
and hung the hammock up with some strange bright orange  
 
nylon tie-down straps you found at the hardware store, and it looks  
pretty stupid, honestly, but when you lie in it you can still see  
 
the insanely blue sky and the edge of that fig tree. It is not yet that time  
when you will be afraid to let your husband, a citizen, leave the country,  
 
when irrational fears will become reasonable ones. You haven’t yet begun  
to consider the risks and benefits of certain ordinary acts, certain statements.  
 
The baby’s teeth not yet emerged from her gums, the air sweet on your two bodies. Today you 
think, briefly, that you might be just the person to give yourself  
 
advice on how to live, though you are under-qualified at best, and at worst  
you might be giving yourself some kind of carpal tunnel, holding the baby  
 
at that odd angle all the time, clutching at something else with your free hand. 
 
  



Luke McDermott 
 
Le Lac d’Annecy 
after Paul Cézanne 
 
Unknowing, I go where Cézanne painted 
the wooded park, beheld the blue-brown tree  
in the foreground. The bum sleeps off his wine 
beside me, and I am scared now, maybe sad. 
My father chugs MGD on the porch. 
He wears the Ushanka he bought me 
for Christmas—and all the gifts revoked—draped 
like tinsel about him. It is winter, 
but it has been. 
          Tomorrow, at cockcrow, 
he’ll drag himself downstairs. What’s that? he’ll say, 
while he ambles into the hardened yard. 
I’ll lie in the spotty grass by the lake. 
The Alps will ask, are you OK, or they’ll be 
my father or Cézanne. Yes, I’ll say, this is it: 
In and out the water: geese; in the sky: 
the shade of pink only of the sun’s rise. 
Over the mountains: dew on another 
me’s legs, the downspout gushing out water, 
the leaf-clogged gutters hemorrhaging water— 
all those attempts to forget or record. 
 
 
 
 
  



Matthew McKeague 
 
from Andy Gets Conned: A (Nerdy) Novel 
 
Morning birds torturously chirped as sunshine shot onto Andy Gordon’s face like a cancerous alarm 
clock. Nothing an extra dinosaur-patterned blanket couldn’t stop, of course, yanked over his head 
quicker than the virtual victims he slayed the night before. Yet, after drifting back into dreams of 
intergalactic goddesses, he soon awoke again hearing four hurtful words. But no matter how hard he 
crossed his fingers, his desired coma never came…and the four dreadful words returned even 
louder. 
 
“Andy, time for school!” Mom beckoned from the downstairs kitchen. 
 
Yes, it was already that time of year, approximately one hour before Hell’s doors re-opened for 
business after summer break. His sleep now battling an effective bird-sun-Mom trifecta, Andy’s 
brain lost its nightly escape. Morning was here again. 
 
After Mom’s words pounded Andy’s eardrums like aggressive cotton swabs, he unraveled his 
blanket cocoon. And he shuffled in wizard slippers to a fresh tankard of ‘black magic’ brewed by his 
bedside coffee maker. Andy then hopped on his skateboard to regain a few seconds, tardy today 
from last night’s heroic tasks of the utmost importance. His quest to raise caterpillars in the latest 
Space Fightin’ video game left him so tired that he slept through all alarms and was now 2.7 minutes 
behind schedule—a true butterfly effect. Andy now blasting down the hallway while making engine 
sounds with his mouth, his bulbous body dodged Renaissance weapons and geeky collectables 
spread all over the floor. 
 
  



Freesia McKee 
 
City of Walls 
 
the casements squeezed closed 
leadlights in our own world 
we knew we drew near a city 
because we saw walls 
you picked up a window 
placed it into the wall 
we were young and we flexibly 
entered 
the melting spring 
sill and still 
stilt and silt 
a city 
a table of objects of art 
in what kind of city 
does one cross the threshold 
without knowing the out way 
without even caring 
half the women 
we met carried churches 
as closets/with light 
through the dalle de verre shining in 
go back further 
we said before walls 
in a forest 
beech potash 
came glasswork 
the walls we inherited 
we knew the walls 
of the city 
ringing walls of windows thank god 
thank god well 
thank god for her handmade door 
 
  



Jennifer Miltello 
 
The Punishment of One Is the Love Song of Another 
 
At last, I have found my assassin. At last,  
I have struck gold. When my past hissed  
with cobras, you let me sleep. When 
I was falling, you brought the ground closer  
and made gravity of flowers like a kiss.  
 
One body moving is a seduction. One body 
is a practiced leap and a parachute  
unsprung. Only the scalpel knows the passion  
of blood. We soothe it with cold and sing it  
to sleep. We leap at the chance to be blistered. 
 
We listen and stiffen. We pivot and reap. 
My rib cage could be a wasp nest built  
of paper. My hand could be the slip of sand  
across itself to slake the great unknown.  
Snow coughs along the windows now 
and listens differently to the pure. Snow 
brocades like cotton. Prayers, like burdens, go. 
 
 
  



Barbara Marie Minney 
 
from BUBBLE WRAP 
 
Sitting cross legged  
     on the floor 
     raw and exposed 
arms wrapped tightly  
     around my body 
giving myself a hug 
     there is no one else 
     around to do it 
Searching for words of comfort 
     that will clothe 
     my naked emotions  
lost somewhere 
     in the fogginess of my brain 
 
All I hear is 
     it is never enough 
I am never enough 
 
The past is  
     never really past 
     especially the mistakes 
haunting the halls 
     of my mind 
long after they were made 
or used like a war club 
     beating myself to a bloody pulp 
being hard on myself 
     does not make me a better person 
          only defeated more 
 
All I hear is 
     it is never enough 
I am never enough 
 
I have gone 
     far beyond what my father 
     thought I could 
doing my best 
     was never good enough 
 sometimes I dreamed  
     of being perfect 
but even that 
     is not enough 
 



Julie Moore 
 
after an untitled photograph of a Klan March in Gainesville, Georgia, September 5, 1992  
 
When my boy toddled down the street,  
marching in stride with us Winder Knights, 
robed in white, wearing his proud hat,  
cape down his back like Batman  
(that’s what I told him when he fought  
me this morning—at first, tied up in knots,   
then fidgeting, face turning beet red,  
whining he couldn’t catch his breath), 
 
I saw him—Josh, the son I pushed like hell  
to get out of me (all that blood on pastel 
sheets!)—approach a cop (black dressed in blue  
like a bruise, watching his every move),  
then spot his own small face in the riot shield,  
and (he couldn’t resist) touch it, for real. 
 
 
  



MoPoetry Phillips 
 
Black Women Get 
 
Black women get snatched, 
But there’s no Amber alert. 
I guess their name has to be Amber, 
Before the search party, 
will actually search. 
 
Black women get beaten, 
When they finally get the strength, 
To run for their life, 
They get ridiculed for being a bad wife. 
Black women get so lost in the crowd, 
The entire nation has to riot and scream, 
Before they hear their names. 
Their candlelight vigil requires, 
Cities to go up in flames. 
 
(This is the part that I like!) 
Black women get valued, 
By men who know what value is, 
Black women get loved by men, 
Who take care of them and all of their kids. 
 
Black women get elected, 
We been qualified. 
Black women are just tokens, 
Now, you know that’s a lie! 
 
Black women get to sanctify the home, 
Gifted to heal, called to preach. 
Black women get endowed with wisdom, 
Chosen as prophets to the nations, 
Black women get equipped to teach. 
 
Black women get reminded  
We are more than conquerors, 
More than women, 
More than just mothers and wives. 
We help each other birth our visions, 
Brands and businesses, 
To see God’s plan, 
Come forth in our lives. 
Black Women Get! 
Black Women Get! 
Black Women Get! 



Bonnie Proudfoot 
 
Broken moon (a ghazal) 
 
Apartment windows glazed with soot, every darkened room 
a grid of panes, a slice of sky, just out of reach, a broken moon 
puddles in the blacktop mirrored by hubcaps, glimpses of infinity 
in fractured halos, each streetlight hanging like a token moon 
a stalled bus opens its doors at the bus stop, a neon biker 
stitches the streets, traffic lights flash like desires unspoken, moon 
then night turns to day, then sun flees west, all slips into dark 
we know when the stars will rise, but not you, un-woken moon 
if time is distance, and distance is time, then how can we measure 
these months that fracture into miles, splinters of a broken moon 
is it a song that keeps you with me, is that how I still know 
the gauze of night, these echoes heard that can’t be spoken, moon 
or is it how moonlight can hold it all, how we sing our sorrows in dim light 
how gravity calls us to the world, but the world still feels broken, moon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Amber Robinson 
 
from The Projects 
  
SCRIPT BEGINS  
S: You’re from “The Projects?”  
All: Is a question we so often hear.  
Amb: With its mocking tone  
Kami: Disgust 
An: Uncertainty  
All: As if it was someone else’s job to make corrections on my life. 
S: I am not the frame to your video.  
An: I am not the crayon to your colored pencil. 
Kami: I am not the sketch to your drawing.  
Amb: I am not the rough draft to your final copy. 
All: I am not worth less than you.  
All: As if we are all Uncle Sam’s Science Fair project 
Kami: His work-in-progress 
S: Although, I think he skipped the application.  
An: The only thing he ever applied was centuries of systemic oppression and preconceived notions 
of a people who were never accounted for in his experiment.   
Kami: As if you ever bothered making annotations to understand the tales of our lives.  
Amb: We were the guinea pigs within the bedtime stories that you read to your privileged children.  
S: You just graded us on speaking ‘properly,’ short-term memory, and our ability to tear one another 
down.  
An: As if gentrification was not already doing good enough of a job.  
Amb: You never understood how our hoop earrings did more than just match our brothers’ hoop 
dreams. They were dream catchers to a place only we were indigenous to.  
Kami: Protective styling really means protecting our hair secrets from becoming the next fashion 
trend.  
S: Just because I’m Hispanic does not automatically mean that you can call me Jenny from the 
Block.  
An: Just because I have less bedrooms than I do siblings does not make me less capable.  
Kami: Uncle Sam. How many euphemisms and omissions do you need to be… 
All: proud of us?  
An: It’s only ghetto if it’s not White.  
All: Oops. What she meant to say was right.  
All: We were nothing but another assignment to you.  
S: Given to you by the American people to quarantine us from the rest of the population.  
An: As if low-income was airborne.  
Amb:  A modern-day prison system of hindrances. 
All: Here is some feedback for you. You failed.  
S: You never accounted for our success in a system built to defeat us.  
An: I earn some of the best grades in my AP and honors classes.  
Amb: I have a 5.0 GPA.  
Kami: I am involved in the progress of my community.  
All: Maybe we have been reading it wrong the entire time. It’s not “the Projects.” 
An: But “the Projects (PRO-jects).” 



Barbara Sabol 
 
To the Dreamy Guy at the Poetry Workshop 
 
Type me some lines on your Smith-Corona, 
the one that you lugged cross-country 
from Sedona in your red Ford pick-up 
to write poems about juke boxes, the Rockies,  
your first kiss on the Tilt-a-Whirl.  
 
While Louise read a sonnet about her lover's  
sinewed arm bent at rest in yellow lamp light,  
I studied your arm on the table, followed it  
from the rolled edge of your black tee-shirt,  
down your forearm to those tapered fingers  
and imagined how easily I could fill the space  
inside its curve.   
                  
So take me for a spin in your hip 
vintage truck, past Middle Ground   
and beyond  the town's edge. Arrange me  
like a sonnet; my limbs are suggestible 
to all kinds of  rhythms and rhyme. Press me 
with material I can use for years. 
 
 
  



Lynne Schmidt 
 
Aftermath 
 
So then there’s this— 
 The moment after the storm 
 where you uncover your eyes, 
 and you survived but 
 everything else is rubble. 
 
Your fingertips dig into the dirt 
 piled on your skin. 
 The puddles around you act 
 as a bath. 
 and you stand alone 
 in all this aftermath. 
 
They’ll tell you to rebuild, 
 say it’s only a setback. 
 And when you hammer in your  
 first nail 
 trying to make a home, 
 you’ll find it’s a casket. 
  



Molly Spencer 
 
MEDITATION AT FISHTOWN 
 

—Leland, Michigan 
 
If Isaid blue. 
 
If Isaid scuffed slate 
cut across by blade after blade of rough sunlight. 
 
If the wind were relentless. If a father stood amid 
 
athicket of docks clutching shore, 
all the gray bones 
 
of planking, and a girl stood with him, 
watching the constellar shine of lines unspooling 
as the town kids fish from the pier. 
 
If a hook 
from a failed cast catches his lip, 
 
then a low Hold on!from his throat, flash 
of one hand to grab the line, glint 
of his quick knife to cut it. 
 
If the barb sinks deep. 
 
If the rose-trail of blood 
down his chin is another river 
 
you can’t forget, you may never know 
 
if the thick, green smell of depths here means birth 
or come-what-may. 
 
If the boats come in laden— 
whitefish, lake trout, some still flicking their tails. 
 
If a father has cut himself free. 
 
If the boats here are named—hand-painted, block letters— 
named GLORIA, named JOY. 
 
 
  



Jennifer Sperry Steinorth 
 
from Her Read 
 
ooooooooo Virgin 
with the lust of angels and curs, 
at Beloved’s behest 
I played thee 
 
  



Michael VanCalbergh 
 
Instructions for My Father’s Mortician 
- after Rigoberto González 
 
1. When you receive him, receive him. He’s heavier 
than he looks and eager to meet you. 
 
2. Wash him twice. Don’t be surprised 
by his forgiving body. 
 
3. The softest part of his body is the belly. His hands, 
neck, and feet are calloused and won’t break. 
 
4. His blood runs slowly. Make time 
for yourself and take breaks. 
 
5. Don’t bother with staples or glue. His eyes 
have earned their rest. 
 
6. Sew his mouth shut. He’s lived 
by wire and knows how to tease it out.  
 
7. He often smiled even where there was little 
joy. Can you use that? 
 
8. All of this will be more than you’re paid for, 
I can’t do anything about that. 
 
9. Let me see him first. I need to be sure. 
 
10. If you need more time, 
I’ll wait as long as he needs. 
 
 
  



Sara Wagner 
 
Visitation Schedule  
 
When I walk our son to your door,  
we watch the road for bits of skull,  
teeth, debris. Someone has dropped  
a baby bottle full of milk, and it’s not curdled.  
 
How strange. Our son points out the shoes,  
some kids’ size,  some high tops, pointed toe stilettos.  
There aren’t any matches, he says, who walks  
with one shoe? The Empusa do, I say,  
daughters of Hecate, red-haired, one legged— 
 
How many times I’ve hobbled like this,  
back and forth, collecting this child  
like a mouthful of blood. And if you imagine  
I am taking more than I deserve, more  
time for myself—  
 
I want to bury something, eyes glued to this stone  
path, sidewalk. Let me find a fresh body  
to drag to your house, to leave on your doorstep— 
a gift to replace him, a gift to fix it. 
 
 
  



Batya Weinbaum 
 
Here I was busily minding my own business building my nest. It’s a lot of work to build a nest, 
especially when pregnant, with snakes in the brush and one even shedding in the camper where I 
had been nesting in a beautiful glittery painted speckled drawer with bright red hearts all over it. 
Even so, in spite of the attractive decor,  I exited that domain, when the snake slithered in, and I 
boldly pulled myself up onto a porch and after some poking around, gnawing, chewing and 
persistence, I  successfully entered a cabin, one of those new-fangled cedar-smelling ones, the kind 
the Mennonite build, thinking the snake wouldn’t follow me here because he prefers dark and dusky 
terrain.  Here I hauled paper and leaves and bark off twigs up to the top of a giant box 25 times 
taller than I was. When she got home, or back here, I don’t even know why she calls it home, she is 
hardly ever here—she referred to my roof top penthouse as on top of a sauna. All I know is she did 
not appreciate what I had done and she referred to my tall tall box with a fancy roof in this cabin 
where this big fat snake is not likely to find me or the wasps as something she owned. So there I 
was, hauling carrying fluffing what I put together and BOOM these two hairy giant goons she had 
hired destroyed my nest and threw it onto the ground out on the  porch beyond her white wicker 
rocking chair  in one fell swoop. There went my home. 
 
  



Jerry Wemple 
 
G.A.R.  
 
As your mother digs her paltry garden at the foot of the yard in your latest rented house, the metal 
of her shovel strikes something solid. You phone your buddy to come over. Though you are high 
school kids, athletes in good shape, it takes the better part of an hour to dig out the large smooth 
stone which turns out to be a tombstone for a Grand Army of the Republic veteran. At your 
mother’s direction, you wheelbarrow it over to the house, place it face down, use it as a final back 
porch step for the rest of the time you live there. It never bothers you that there is a dead man 
buried in the yard next to where you park the car. You walk over him nearly every day. You only 
wonder what he’s been doing there these past hundred years: how he looks, how he feels. There are 
lots of bodies in this town; it’s old and ghosts run free. Or at least that’s what you’ve heard. Ancient 
men at the Chestnut Inn sometimes argue, their voices betraying faint accents of their Pennsylvania 
German ancestors, about whether it was two or three haunts who roamed the top floor of the old 
Neff Hotel right up until it was torn down years back. At recess, kids stand around on blacktop 
school yards and talk about the hermit up on White’s Hill who died before they were born: his body 
found frozen one January, his spirit still restless in the woods that thicken past the creek. You think 
it all Halloween stuff. Except that one midsummer night just after you graduated school when you 
walked the derelict railroad bridge. The air was thick with fog and the moon a dulled blur behind it. 
You stutter stepped the ties, listened to the water gurgle underneath. Halfway across you stopped, 
lighted a cigarette, then heard voices. Though your pace slowed a bit, you kept going, saw two 
figures appear, still indistinct only yards away. It was only two stoners who hissed a greeting as they 
passed, like snakes, more afraid of you than you were of them. On a Sunday, a few nights later, you 
sat on the back porch of the house, your feet resting on the tombstone step while you drank a beer. 
You stared over at the back end of a church just up and across the narrow alley. You could hear the 
preacher preaching the holiness gospel, his voice rising like a threat. 
 
  



John Gavin White 
 
Unburied and Unnamed 
 
here i bury nothing. here is the illicit burn of sanctity and release, my  
bold and radiant tongue. here i summon the frantic magic of spit to give  
things that abandon black boys proper etymology. things that abandon  
black boys puncture the english language like shrapnel when properly  
named. my blackest of black, engendered between lightning strike and  
thunderclap, rebukes the gospel and glory of my supposed end as simply  
inane. the shaping of silence proclaims me black and alive and this  
simply is something crucibles of english can’t contain. it tried but with  
the black-bright of a pen i replied, wholeness is no trifling matter, and  
proceeded to roll my eyes.  
i did that.  
i took vowels and consonants veiled in kersey and gave my two  
daughters  
names that, upon pronouncement, prompts english to bellow memory  
for mercy.  
i did that.  
and i don’t run. i am a black man who riddles a yolkless alphabet with  
the lucent curvature of tongue. indeed, baldwin forewarned that english  
was too sun-shy, upon it’s bone-dry and bone-bright signature, the  
need of indelible furies of blackness convening. and then there’s toni’s  
legacy of her warring ebony of blood, impugning the ivory of paper  
to seek meaning within meaning, meaning, when does something that  
is not us at daybreak, ingest enough history, enough blood-nectar, to  
become us by day’s end?  
or should i gut it all, perforating the pink and alabastered underbelly  
of dialect with my pen? big game black hunter parading a grizzly, 
blue-eyed vernacular of a win. it’s skin is didactic camouflage fitted  
perfectly to the curve of my name and this wilderness i’m in. 
 
  



Laurin Wolf 
 
Watching The Fights 
 
Daddy is ready for the fights. 
As he sits on the edge of the high-backed 
grey couch, he slides a dip of chew in his cheek 
and slips the silver can under the seat. 
The tobacco’s thin gritty scent hovers. 
I sit next to him, mimicking his daddy moves, 
loving all the confidence he exudes. I love 
watching the fights with him too.  
 
The jab comes quick like a flesh bullet 
straight to the eye. It makes my 9-year-old 
face twitch. I almost look away, but  
daddy cheers for the rumble.  
He likes the quick two step of a fighter  
circling the ring. Maybe it reminded him  
of his childhood, hustling in the streets 
scalping Pirates tickets outside of Forbes Field. 
My daddy with his slick back mafioso hair 
carried a pack of Marlboro Reds and a comb  
in his back pocket. 
 
We hear the bell ring at the rounds. Dizzied 
by the dance, the boxer’s footwork  
twists like a jive and winds me around 
the television. My fingers gripping daddy’s, 
each inhale an anticipation. The boxer 
winds up, and I exhale quickly with the 
uppercut that whiplashes the target. 
 
The boxer pulls back, reaches for more, 
then the right hook hammers into bone. 
My daddy’s silent delight hangs heavy 
next to me. He’s transfixed by the barely,  
breathing brawl. Me, I love the knockout,  
but I’ll never tell. Let my daddy think 
I’m afraid so he’ll sit closer to me  
close enough to smell the chew on his breath 
and watch him shake his fists at the boxer’s missed shots. 


